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6. Culture
What’s Culture Got To Do With It?
Kristin Catherwood and Angela Pollak

What Are Culture and Cultural
Heritage?
The word ‘culture’, like the word ‘rural’, is complex. In its
broadest sense, culture is our inheritance from the past,
and so we sometimes also call it heritage, or cultural
heritage. In its simplest form, cultural heritage includes
created things we can physically touch—for example,
ancient artifacts. It includes buildings and the objects used
to furnish them, and the objects used in occupation and
recreation throughout time.
This type of cultural heritage is valued for what it tells us
about our collective past. It is often protected formally
through international, national, or regional heritage
designations (for example, through UNESCO World
Heritage sites like Head-Smashed-In Buffalo Jump in
Alberta, Landscape of Grand Pré in Nova Scotia, and L’Anse

aux Meadows in Newfoundland)1. Cultural heritage objects
are also preserved through curation in libraries, museums,
archives, and galleries which can be operated federally (for
example, the Canadian Museum of Human Rights in
Manitoba, the National Gallery of Canada in Ottawa, or la
Musée de la civilisation in Quebec City), provincially/
territorially (The Rooms in Newfoundland , Archives PEI ,
Yukon Museums ), municipally (TheMuseum in Kitchener,
Humboldt & District Museum in Saskatchewan) or through
various non-profit or for-profit models (the Anglican
Diocese Archives of Ontario, the Aga Khan Museum in
Toronto, or the Columbia Kootenay Cultural Alliance in BC).
Cultural heritage also includes past and present human
interactions with large-scale naturally occurring geological
phenomena, like rivers and water systems, mountains,
1 For a full list of UNESCO cultural designations in Canada, see whc.
unesco.org/en/statesparties/ca
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forests, and ecosystems. Many sites of natural cultural
heritage—typically found in rural places—are dedicated to
public use and protected in park reserves. These would
include places like national or provincial parks (Banff
National Park in Alberta, Gros Morne National Park in
Newfoundland, or Algonquin Provincial Park in Ontario).
Although they are often tourism foci, governments also
recognize their value to the country for social and economic

prosperity. In addition to drawing in over 25 million visitors
in 2018-2019 alone (Parks Canada, 2019a), Parks Canada
indicates that this “network of protected areas provide a
natural solution for climate change by conserving
biodiversity, protecting ecosystem services, connecting
landscapes, capturing and storing carbon, building
knowledge and understanding and inspiring people” (Parks
Canada, 2019b, para. 1).
Continued on page 44

Case Study: Canadian Index of Wellbeing
Norman Ragetlie
The Canadian Index of Wellbeing (CIW) was originally created to inform Canadians how their society was faring
beyond traditional measures such as Gross Domestic Product or unemployment rates. Under the leadership of
Dr. Bryan Smale at the University of Waterloo, the original set of indicators was developed to include over 60
measures in 8 domains from a variety of data sets.
Since that time, a number of wellbeing reports have also been prepared at the provincial and regional levels in
Ontario. Recognizing that many of the national indicators did not necessarily work well for those preparing
wellbeing reports for regional/local stakeholders at these types of geographies, the Rural Ontario Institute (ROI)
documented the efforts of several local rural efforts in which the local partners shared their lessons learned about
overcoming data availability challenges. In these initial “Demonstration Projects”, Headwaters Communities in
Action (Dufferin and Caledon) and Oxford Community Wellbeing worked with the CIW team at the University of
Waterloo in the Faculty of Applied Health Sciences. This was enabled through a Municipal Research and Analysis
Grant from the Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs, which was part of a broader suite of projects called the
Measuring Rural Community Vitality initiative of ROI. See http://www.ruralontarioinstitute.ca/uploads/userfiles/
files/Demonstration_Summary.pdf.
In addition to these rural data availability challenges, ROI and CIW also concluded that the regional benchmarks
now available for five Ontario regions may not necessarily reflect rural conditions because they mix urban and
rural geographies. For example, while rural incomes are typically lower than urban averages, the level of inequality
between the rich and the poor is generally not as wide in rural places. These kinds of measures are components
of the CIW.
The previous collaboration has led to two related follow-up projects: one to prepare case studies of communities
mobilizing action originating from priorities identified by Vital Signs or Index of Wellbeing reports, and the other
to improve the utility of the Wellbeing report framework by developing proxy measures for indicators that are
problematic at the rural community or regional level. In addition, these projects will contrast index measures for
different classes of census divisions (metro, partially non-metro, and entirely non-metro). This will allow
benchmarking of rural data against the Ontario average and the regional index measures that CIW researchers
have previously prepared.
CIW is working to assess various proposed proxy measures which may prove sufficiently meaningful for the Index
and which can be disaggregated for rural geographies to supplement local data collection. An expert advisory
committee has been created to assist with identifying these proxy measures. This advisory committee includes
a range of organizations including local public health analysts, the Northern Policy Institute, the Community
Data Program, Provincial ministries, and representatives of the International Institute for Sustainable Development,
who support the use of the Vital Signs initiative by community foundations across Canada. This group expects
to release a report in fall 2019 to describe their findings from this initiative.
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Cultural heritage may also be something that is consciously
performed or experienced, as in traditional dance, music,
foods, and in the celebration of beliefs, holidays, and special
events. Often ethnic in nature, based on places of origin, and
influenced by patterns of migration, these traditions are
passed from person to person across generations.
Indigenous lifeways often come to mind when we think of
this type of cultural transmission — or of the large
resettlements of people like Ukrainians in the prairie
provinces or African-Americans in Nova Scotia, who brought
their cultural heritage with them to their new home and
perpetuated it through generations. This process endures
as Canada continues to welcome newcomers. We recreate
this type of culture in the context of our current environment,
relying on it for our personal sense of identity and the
connections we feel to our kin and to place. The UNESCO
Convention on the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural
Heritage advocates for its protection internationally,
enshrining it as “a mainspring of cultural diversity and a
guarantee of sustainable development…” (UNESCO, n.d.,
para. 3).
However, most culture we experience goes unrecognized
and unprotected. The cultural heritage of everyday life is
created each day anew in our homes, families, and
communities, and is shaped by both past and present social,
economic, and political realities. Despite the fact that our
lives would be unrecognizable without it, we take the culture
of everyday life for granted because we know no other way
of living. Fluid and seldom formally documented, this type
of cultural heritage is both invisible and essential. It shapes
our identities, informs our values, and colours our
perceptions of the world around us in enduring and
inescapable ways.
Situated within this layered and intertwined framework, we
find individual constructions of culture. Rural cultures are
diverse, distinct, and vital in their own right. Like many
cultures around the world, rural cultures are vulnerable to
external pressures that can endanger the valuable local
knowledge and learned wisdom necessary to perpetuate
resilience in rural places. Knowing more about the cultural
heritage of rural people and places helps us understand our
communities, our values, and the challenges and
opportunities ahead.

What Do Cultural Heritage Information
and Data Look Like?
The practice of rural culture is inherently place-based and
interwoven with the natural environment, while also being
simultaneously human-made, geological, performed, and
ever yday. It is also rooted in both historical and
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contemporary information that drives funding decisions
and the allocation of labour typically supplied from the
public purse.
Cultural data is complex. It may be a primary manifestation
of cultural information itself, for example, written or oral
stories, dances, photographs, or artifacts. Alternatively, it
might be meta-data about something cultural, for example
jobs, events, or a specific secondary record of when, where,
or by whom a cultural item was created. It may be
quantitative or qualitative, or a combination of both. As in
any discipline, the collection of and access to the right data
is essential for evidence-based practice and the
advancement of knowledge. The value of cultural data
depends on its quality, who needs it, and how it is used.
A great amount of cultural heritage data is produced each
year from many different formal and informal sources.
Academic researchers engage in basic and applied cultural
research of all varieties. Government sources are typically
formal and of the ‘meta’ type. Statistics Canada, provincial
and territorial government ministries of culture, and
municipal departments may create and collect data on
employment, demographic trends, funding costs,
programming, and events related to cultural heritage or
associated industries.
Despite the fact that Canada is not a signatory to the
UNESCO Convention on the Safeguarding of Intangible
Cultural Heritage, two provinces (Newfoundland and
Labrador and Quebec) have made substantial progress
collecting primary intangible cultural heritage data. This
often contains a store of important information about
cultural values and attitudes, how communities have
interacted with their local environments over time, and
how communities have historically handled conflict.
Saskatchewan has also successfully engaged in this work
to a lesser extent through the non-profit sector, which
creates both primary sources and meta-data as part of its
day-to-day operations.
Cultural workers closest to the sources of culture are more
likely to work directly with cultural artifacts, performances,
and experiences. These cultural workers are often the
information bridge between culture and the wider public.
However, due to inadequate resources, many cultural
workers in rural places do not have the capacity to formally
collect, store, and disseminate data. Much of their
knowledge about rural culture is contained in their own
working experience in the form of perceived patterns,
“soft” data, and anecdotes.

Why Is Cultural Heritage Data Hard to
Find?
Finding cultural information when you need it is not an easy
task. Statistics Canada, for example, typically only collects
data that is of interest to federal agendas. Interprovincial
data comparisons can be extremely difficult. Many
municipalities—especially rural ones—do not have the
capacit y to produce data beyond the minimum
requirements of funders. Each of these creators of cultural
data determines how much of their collection to share and
how to access it.
Assuming that the desired data actually does exist, there
may also be significant systemic barriers to finding it.
Unless affiliated with an institution participating in the
Data Liberation Initiative, for example, Statistics Canada
microdata is out of reach. Navigating the websites of
agencies such as Statistics Canada can require specialized
training. Academic research typically sits behind the
paywalls of private publishers, unavailable to practitioners
who do not have a current affiliation with an academic
library.
Beyond this mix of more formal data sources, cultural
heritage practitioners rely on their informal networks and
relationships to find out what other practitioners know.
However, each person’s network is dif ferent and
organizational structure may actually disincentivize
individuals in such a group from sharing more widely, even
if there is a willingness to do so. This creates an information
system where each organization keeps its own data, which
is invariably incomplete, but only sporadically shares that
data with other entities. Because the system is siloed, and
sharing information between silos is difficult, workers
seldom have access to data they have not created
themselves. People closest to cultural preservation
activities have considerable skill, but they have few
resources and limited capacity to do large-scale cultural
data work on their own. Furthermore, it is often difficult to
convince communities that their unique cultural heritage
is valuable in and of itself and to support them in using it
for contemporary community development that honours
their unique culture.

Cultural Information Solutions
We know that a tremendous amount of information,
knowledge, and wisdom exists in rural communities, and
that it goes unrecognized for reasons which have nothing
to do with its inherent value. For example, access to rural
places is dif ficult and expensive for urban-based
researchers, support agencies, and cultural workers. Rural
inhabitants also produce less cultural documentation about
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themselves than people in other places. Furthermore,
there are fewer people who live rurally now than ever
before in Canada. Another barrier is that the world outside
of ‘rural’ tends to approach rural places with a pathological
form of inquiry, often under-recognizing the many ways
that rural places actually function very well in many
respects. All of these factors create the perception that
rural cultural research is somehow less important or less
urgent than cultures that occur in more densely populated
areas.
Nonetheless, we also know that culture infiltrates all
aspects of a community’s wellbeing and plays an important
role in how the past is interpreted, the present is shaped,
and the future is conceived. As a result, research is a
worthwhile investment for its potential to build resilience
in rural cultures and to counter cultural misrepresentation
through pathological inquiry and other misinformed
cultural research.
Narratives always reveal at least two different stories: one
about the storyteller and another about the subjects of the
story. Therefore, when we see caricatures of rural culture
based on faulty narratives, we must recognize the privilege
and power behind those who produce and control the data
upon which the story is built. We must also keep in mind
that such stories are often rooted in misunderstandings
about the way information looks and is exchanged in rural
places. The fact is that rural places are not less than, but
instead different from, non-rural places, and are indeed
very different from one another. Believing the false
dichotomy that pits rural and urban as opposites feeds the
misunderstanding. The truth is that the rural cultural
narrative is also one of self-sufficiency and independence,
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interwoven with community interdependence, and these
values are informed by the reality of different rural places.
We cannot paint rural—or culture—with broad strokes
without losing the important details that make each place
and culture unique.
The greatest opportunity for rural culture to thrive lies in
investigative self-reflection about the data we collect and
the ways we use it. Researchers, practitioners, policymakers, and citizens alike must recognize that policies,
practices, and interventions imposed on rural cultures are
not necessarily ‘helpful’, even if our intention is to help. We
need to better understand what community-based
research is, what it is not, and what are its implications.
Ideally, research and other interventions should be done
with and by the community, not to, for, or about the
community. We must support rural people in empowering
themselves to tell their own stories. At the very least,
researchers in all disciplines must delve into the underlying
cultural values and integrate cultural understanding into
their methodologies to more fully understand the
communities in which they work. Research and policy
created without a foundation of cultural understanding is
more likely to fail communities in the long run. This is not
“something to consider”. It is absolutely essential.
By including cultural heritage in an analysis of rural data
gaps, CRRF is also doing the important work of creating
awareness, not only that rural cultural heritage is
important, but also that there are some important
information challenges inherent in doing this work. We
hope the SORC 3 book will open the door to more cultural
consultation and cross-pollination of ideas and data at all
levels going forward.

